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Silver Certificates

Sequential and Dovetail Blocks
By Roland S.

Special situations, of considerable importance and in-
terest to the serious collector of Silver Certificate block
letters, have been developed by changes in printing
schedules at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The
changes in printing schedules referred to here are those
of the third process overprint with specific reference to
the application of serial numbers. Such changes have re-
sulted in the definite termination of a block in one series
and the immediate commencement of the same block in
the next series. The same is true of different issues in the
same series. Other changes have been found to be
indefinite, with ranges of serial numbers in the various
series or issues overlapping as switches are made back
and forth between them. In either case, it is possible to
collect the notes of the various series in the block so that
each successive note has a higher serial number than the
preceding one. Collecting in this manner is not difficult,
in most cases, and adds considerable interest to the task.

Any block, common to two or more series or issues, the
notes of which may be collected in order of the
series with each note having a progressively higher serial
number is called a "Sequential Block." Examples of one-
dollar Silver Certificates of this type are as follows:

BLOCK	 SERIES
	

NO. OF NOTES
F-A	 1928, 1928A

	
2

S-A	 1935A, 1935A-Mule
	 2

C-B	 1928A, 1928B, 1928C
	

3
P-A

	

	 1935, 1935-Mule
	 4

1935A, 1935A-Mule
*-B

	

	 1935A, 1935B, 1935C	 5
1935D-Wide, 1935D-Narrow

By referring to Table it will be observed that a collec-
tion of notes of the above Star-B block forms a five-note
sequential block with serial numbers in order, starting
with the lowest number of the sequence in the earliest
series and ending with the highest number of the sequence
in the latest series. Serial numbers in the column on the
right of the table are taken from actual notes in the
author's collection, as are the examples in Table II and
the illustration. In our present knowledge of the serial
number ranges of this particular block, it would be prac-
tically impossible to collect these five notes not in se-
quence.

A more difficult example of a sequential block in the
one-dollar notes is the six-note Star-A block of Series
1928 to 1928E. In this case, the observed serial number
ranges are all overlapping, which makes possible numbers
in each series that are lower than the highest number in
the preceding series and higher than the lowest ones in
the subsequent series. This situation requires more dil-
igence in selecting the serial number in each series which
will result in an acceptable sequence.

Any block, common to three or more series or issues,
the notes of which may be collected in sequence to re-
flect the chronological changes back and forth between

Carrothers

the series or issues, is called a "Dovetail Block." This is
due to the resemblance of the notes in the sequence to the
mortise and tennon of the dovetail joint in carpentry.
Collecting in this manner provides an interesting, and
even more satisfying, variation of the sequential block.
Such blocks may occur in changes from one series to
another or in changes between regular and special issues
in the same series. Usually, in sequences of this type, a
predetermined number of notes is printed in one series or
issue, after which an abrupt change is made to the next
group. When the required number of notes has been
printed in the second group, printing is resumed in the
originating series or issue, or it may proceed to the third
group, and so on. Examples of one-dollar Silver Certif-
icates of this type are as follows:

BLOCK
T-A

Y-B

B-J

SERIES
1935A, 1935A-Mule

1935A
1935A, 1935A-Hawaii

1935A
1935F, 1935G-No Motto

1935F-Late Printing
1935G-No Motto

NO. OF NOTES
3

3

4

The above B-J block is the most celebrated of the
dovetail blocks in the one-dollar notes. In this instance,
it was the intention to terminate Series 1935F after 54,-
000,000 notes had been printed in this block and then
proceed with the printing of Series 1935G to complete
the block. But, after 17,640,000 notes had been printed
in Series 1935G, it was discovered that 360,000 notes,
already processed for Series 1935F except for the third
process overprint, had been overlooked. Series 1935G
schedules were, thereupon, interrupted long enough to
finish the Series 1935F notes. On completion of these
wayward notes, printing was resumed on the remaining
28,000,000 notes to complete the block in Series 1935G.

The block letter collector will readily recognize that, in-
stead of requiring only one note in Series 1935F and
one in Series 1935G to complete the B-J block, he must
have two in each series, with serial numbers falling in
ranges shown in Table IT.

Another, and even more impressive, group of one-dollar
dovetail blocks is to be found in Series 1935A when
interruptions occurred in printing schedules by the inter-
jection of special issues into the program. The first in-
terruption came in 1943 when printing of the regular
issue in the Y-B block was suspended to print the first al-
lotment of the Hawaii Emergency Issue. Here, 68,628.000
notes of the regular issue were printed in the block, after
which the presses were modified to overprint 3,000,000
Hawaii Emergency notes with the brown Treasury Seal
and serial numbers Y68628001B to Y71628000B, and the
word "Hawaii" on the front and back. Following the
printing of the Emergency Issue, printing was resumed
on the remaining 28,372,000 regular notes (serial num-
bers Y71628001B to Y99999999B I in that block.
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TABLE I

SILVER CERTIFICATES
SEQUENTIAL BUCK

SERIES	 SERIAL NUMBER RANGE ACTUAL NUMBER 

1935A *00000000B -	 *02650541B *02650541B

1935B *02749841B -	 *12668468B *08927967B

1935C *13174297B -	 *49474913B *15265606B

1935D-Wide *49849945B -	 *99999999B *9500508UB

1935D-Narrow *55213765B -	 *99999999B *95096662B

TABLE II

SILVER CERTIFICATES
DOVETAIL BLOCK

SERIES	 SERIAL NUMBER RANGE 
	

ACTUAL NUMBER 

1935F B000000013' -	 B540000003' B444055911
1935G 3540000013' -	 B716400003 367633573J
1935F-Late Pr. B71640001 J -	 B720000003- B718673793'
1935G B72000001 -	 B999999933' B990519883'

The second interruption occurred in the following Z-B
block hut, in this case, after 99,000,000 notes had been
printed in the regular issue, a change was made to print
the second batch of Hawaii notes and the block completed.
This two-note block is a simple sequential block since it
cannot qualify as a dovetail because no return was made
to the originating issue to complete the block, as in the
previous case.

In addition to the Hawaii Emergency Issue, the North
Africa Emergency Issue and the Third Experimental Is-
sue were printed during this period. Other two-note
sequential changes due to these three special issues oc-
curred in blocks A-C and R-C. and dovetailing changes
were made in blocks B-C, C-C, F-C, I-C, L-C, P-C and S-C
during this cycle of Series 1935A as summarized in Table
III.

A photograph of a complete set of notes in the S-C
block of Series 1935A has been furnished also to illus-
trate how much more interesting and effective this method
of collecting is than merely obtaining a single note of
each issue in each block.

A counterpart of this collation in the regular notes of
the S-C block is to be found in the Star-A block of Series
1935 and 1935A. In this instance, it will be noted that
the changes are not as precise as in the C-suffix blocks in
Series 1935A, previously discussed. The ranges of serial
numbers applied to the Emergency and Experimental
Star Issues are definitely known, but are overlapping
between the North Africa and Hawaii Emergency Issues.
And, too, there are regular issues printed between these
two issues. Here the collector will have to exercise his own
ingenuity. He will find it advantageous to obtain the notes
of the special issues—the Series 1935-mule, 1935A-mule,
Hawaii, North Africa, red "R" and red "S" experimental
stars—first. Then, knowing the serial numbers of these,

he can concentrate his search on the star notes of the
regular issues having serial numbers between each suc-
cessive pair of the special issues. Following this method
will be found to produce an ascending sequence of serial
numbers starting with the lowest serial number obtainable
in the Series 1935A regular star issue and progressing
upward in logical steps through the various phases of
the special issues and ending with the highest number
obtainable in the Series 1935A regular star issue.

Sequential and dovetail blocks are not confined to one-
dollar Silver Certificates, but occur also in the five-dollar
and ten-dollar denominations. In the five-dollar notes
there are ten sequential blocks and five dovetail blocks, as
follow:

NO. OF
	

SERIES 1934
	

SERIES 1953
NOTES
	

AND SUBS.	 AND SUBS.
Sequential

2
	

D-A N-A
	

D-A
F-A P-A
	

F-A
G-A Q-A
H-A T-A

3
	

M-A	 -A

Dovetail
3
	

U-A V-A
4
	

E-A
12	 -A
46
	

K-A

The five dollar Series 1934A dovetail block K-A, listed
above, is the most extensive to he found in the modern-
size Silver Certificates. It has as its base the Series
1934A regular issue interspersed with seven separate
printings of the North Africa Emergency Issue. Then
interspersed between these two issues are the Series
1934A-mules, the face check number 307 Series 1934A
trial notes, the face check number 307 Series 1934A
North Africa trial note, the Series 1934B regular issue
and the Series 1934B-mule. This block is not difficult to
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ISSUES

TABLE III

SILVER CERTIFICATE
DOVETAIL BLOCKS

SERIAL NUMBER RANGE ISSUES

Series 1935A - Regular Y00000001B	 - Y68628000B
Y68628001B -	 Y71628000B Series 1935A - Hawaii

Series 1935A - Regular Y71628001B -	 Y99999999B

Series 1935A - Regular B00000001C -B30000000C
B300000010 -	 B31000000C Series 1935A - No. Africa

Series 1935A - Regular B31000001C -	 B516240000
B51624001C -	 B52624000C Series 1935A - No. Africa

Series 1935A - Regular B52624001C -	 B990000000
B99000001C -	 8999999990 Series 1935A - No. Africa

000000001C -	 0070000000 Series 1935A - Hawaii
Series 1935A - Regular C07000001C -	 0600000000

C60000001C -	 0620000000 Series 1935A - No. Africa
Series 1935A - Regular C62000001C -	 C78000000C

C78000001C -	 C799040000 Series 1935A - No. Africa
Series 1935A - Regular C79904001C -	 0999999990

Series 1935A - Regular F00000001C -	 F419520000
F41952001C -	 F41955996C Series 1935A -No. Africa
F41955997C -	 F4196400CC Series 1935A - No. Africa
F41964001C -	 F41967996C Series 1935A -Hawaii
F41967997C -	 F41976000C Series 1935A - Hawaii

Series 1935A - Regular F41976001C -	 F99999999C

Series 1935A - Regular I00000001C -	 1300000000
130000001C -	 1400000000 Series 1935A - No. Africa

Series 1935A - Regular 140000001C -	 1999999990

Series 1935A - Regular L00000001C -	 L759960000
L75996001C -	 L78996000C Series 1935A - Hawaii

Series 1935A - Regular L78996001C -	 L99999999C

Series 1935A - Regular P00000001C -	 P319920000
P319920010 -	 P370320000 Series 1935A - Hawaii

Series 1935A - Regular P37032001C -	 P99999999C

Series 1935A - Regular S00000001C -	 S399960000
S39996001C -	 S549960000 Series 1935A - Hawaii

Series 1935A - Regular S54996001C -	 S708840000
S70884001C -	 S720680000 Series 1935A - Exper. R

Series 1935A - Regular S72068001C -	 S73884000C
S73884001C -	 S75068000C Series 1935A - Exper. S

Series 1935A - Regular S75068001C -	 S99999999C

assemble as far as regular and North Africa issues are
concerned. However, because of the scarcity of the
mules and the face number 307 trial notes, it would he

extremely difficult to complete in all issues. Research
conducted up to the present time indicates that a complete
sequence of this block would require a total of 46 notes.
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Dovetail Block,

Series 1935-A - Block S-C
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Sequential and dovetail blocks are limited in the ten-
dollar denomination of Silver Certificates because only
seven blocks are involved in its entirety, as follows:

Series 1933
	

A-A and *-A

Series 1934-	 A-A B-A and -A
A-B-C-D

Series 1953-	 A-A and -A
A-B

The A-A and "-A blocks of Series 1933 are single,
limited issues and. therefore are neither sequential nor

dovetail blocks. Each of the three blocks of Series

1934-A-B-C-D is a dovetail block composed of a combina-

tion of the regular and mule issues of Series 1934 and

1934A. the North Africa Emergency Issue, the wide and

narrow issues of Series 1934D, the Trial Issue face check

numbers 86 and 87 and the mules of the Trial Issues.

The A-A block of Series 1953-A-B is a simple three-

note sequential block and the Star-A block of Series 1953

and 1953A is a simple two-note sequential block.

The Free City of Danzig and Currency

Depreciation, I 920 - 23
By Richard Banyai

The port city of Danzig on the Baltic Sea was part of
Germany up to 1919. In June 1919. after World War I,
the Treaty of Versailles provided for the detachment of
Danzig from Germany. Danzig was to be a free state.
On November 9, 1920. Danzig was proclaimed a free
city (Freie Stadt Danzig I, as provided for in the peace
treaty. It was placed under the protection of the League
of Nations.

Up to October 20, 1923, Danzig possessed no money
of its own apart from a small amount of emergency
money; the German mark was the normal legal tender.
Danzig suffered, therefore. from the German hyper-infla-
tion which was running rampant at the time without hav-
ing any control over it.

The shortage of money for commercial transactions was
such in Danzig that on November 2, 1922, a law was
passed authorizing the municipality to issue legal tender
emergency mark currency. From time to time the limit
of this issue was raised to keep up with the rapid de-
preciation of the mark during 1923.

By May-June 1923 the inflation was so severe that
serious plans were proposed for a monetary reform and
the introduction of a new stable money. By October
1923, the new money, the gulden, was introduced into
Danzig, thus stabilizing its monetary system. Although
the German mark was allowed to continue as legal tender
up to January 1, 1924, the official money was the Danzig
gulden. The mark was removed from circulation by
January 1st and the gulden was then the sole legal money
in the Free City of Danzig.

To demonstrate the magnitude of the inflationary trend
in Danzig in 1922-23, the table of figures below shows
the growth of the authorized mark issues in Danzig from
December 1922 to November 1923:*

1 December 1922 	 298,000,000 M.
1	 January	 1923	 	 348,000,000 M.
1	 April	 1923	 	 3,957,000,000 M.
1	 July	 1923	 	 3,960,000,000 M.
1 September 1923 	 767,200,000,000 M.
1 November 1923 	 3,432,578,633,600,000 M.

League of Nations, MEMORANDUM ON CUR-
RENCY, 1913-1923, Geneva 1924.

Shown here are three specimens of postage stamps which
were issued in Danzig and which were overprinted with
new valuations to keep pace with the inflation of 1922-23.
The first issue is a 1,000 mark stamp denominated in the
mark money of account. The second issue is a 50,000
mark issue overprinted with a larger valuation of 500,000
mark to keep pace with the hyper-inflation trend of 1923.
The final specimen is an air mail stamp of 100,000 mark
overprinted with higher valuation of 2.000,000 mark for
the same reason.

Hungarian Denominations

In the run-away inflation following World War II in
which the value of the Hungarian pengo dwindled to
4,600.000 quadrillion pengoes to one L. S. dollar, the
following terms were used for the astronomical denomi-
nations: szaz	 hundred: ez ( er I thousand; millio 	 mil-
lion: milpengo 	 million pengos; milliard 	 thousand mil-
lion: billio 	 billion 1a million million, not a thousand
million).
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